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Abstract: Based on the bifurcation and stability theory of dynamical systems, the symmetric/asymmetric 
bifurcation behaviours and chaotic motions of a railway bogie system under a complex nonlinear wheel-rail contact 
relation are investigated in detail by the ‘resultant bifurcation diagram’ method with slowly increasing and 
decreasing speed. It is found that the stationary equilibrium solution and the periodic motions coexist due to the 
sub-critical Hopf bifurcation in the railway bogie system. It is also found that multiple solutions coexist in many 
speed ranges. The coexistence of multiple solutions may result in a jump and hysteresis of the oscillating amplitude 
for different kinds of disturbances. It should be avoided in the normal operation. Furthermore, it is found that 
symmetry-breaking of the system through a pitchfork bifurcation leads to asymmetric chaotic motions in the 
railway bogie system. The speed ranges of asymmetric chaotic motions are, however, small. 
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1 Introduction 
With the introduction of CRH (China Railways High-speed) trains, the dynamic performance of the vehicle 
system becomes more complex. The lateral stability [1-3] of the vehicles is a very important aspect of the vehicle 
performance. The critical speed of the vehicle, defined as the lowest speed for which self-excited oscillations of the 
vehicle are possible, is an important design parameter for the vehicle. It directly affects the maximum permissible 
running speed of the vehicle. The critical speed depends on many factors [4, 5], such as the vehicle construction, 
the track structure, the wheel-rail contact relation, the coefficient of adhesion, the driving torque, and the topology 
of the railway line. In normal service, passenger cars usually run at speeds lower than the critical speed. It may 
however happen that the critical speed has decreased below the operating speed due to heavily worn wheel profiles 
or other reasons, so it is important to know what may happen at speeds higher than the critical speed. 
[2] 
Much research of bifurcation behaviours and chaotic motions in railway vehicle systems has been carried out 
at home and abroad. Kaas-Petersen et al. [6] studied the lateral motion of the Cooperrider bogie with and without a 
flange force. The wheels were assumed to be conical, and the rail profile was assumed to be a circular arc. With a 
flange force that was modelled as a very stiff spring with a linear characteristic and a dead band, Kaas-Petersen 
found that chaotic motions exist and that the system changes into an asymmetric periodic motion state through a 
symmetry-breaking bifurcation. Jensen et al. [7] and Isaksen and True [8] extended the dynamical investigations to 
unrealistically high speeds in order to follow the development of the dynamics into full chaos through a number of 
bifurcations and transitions. The development of the quasi-periodic behaviour and the chaos was however strongly 
influenced by the non-smooth action of the flange force, which created an elastic impact. In contrast to these papers 
[6-8], this paper uses a model of the wheel-rail contact with realistic wheel and rail profiles. On the basis of the 
Cooperrider bogie, True and his collaborators [9] established their own research model and investigated its 
bifurcation behaviour. They found that the sub-critical Hopf bifurcation is very common in the dynamics of 
four-axle bogie vehicles. True et al. [10] investigated the quasi-stationary dynamics in curves of the Cooperrider 
bogie with a realistic wheel-rail contact geometry relation. They found that the critical speed in curves can be lower 
than the permitted speed in the curve and lower than the critical speed on tangent track. Depending on the radius of 
the curve and the super-elevation of the track, they found a jump between a sub-critical bifurcation/fold bifurcation 
pair and a single super-critical bifurcation. Yang et al. [11] investigated the Hopf bifurcation and hunting stability of 
a bogie and locomotive system with hysteretic and nonlinear suspensions. Gao and his supervisors [12] discussed 
the continuation method and its application in hunting motions and bifurcation behaviours of a six-axle locomotive. 
Gao et al. [13] also investigated the lateral bifurcation behaviours of a four-axle railway passenger car and found 
that symmetric/asymmetric periodic and chaotic motions coexist in large speed ranges. They also found that the 
attractor undergoes symmetry-breaking and symmetry-restoring repeatedly and goes into chaotic motions through 
period doublings or quasi-periodic motions. The linear and simple nonlinear wheel-rail contact relations were 
employed to simulate the wheel-rail contact forces in these studies, in which some factors of wheel-rail contact, 
such as the difference of lengths of the semi axes of the contact ellipse and the change of the normal force were 
adopted in a crude approximate way, and the dependence of the Kalker creep coefficients on the contact geometry 
was neglected. In other words, the used wheel-rail contact relation was a relatively crude approximation of the 
realistic wheel-rail contact state. 
The effects of these nonlinear factors were noticed in recent studies, and a research of the dynamics of 
vehicles with complex nonlinear wheel-rail contact relations was performed by many scientists. Zeng et al. [14] 
[3] 
studied the linear and nonlinear critical speeds of a dynamical railway vehicle system and found also that the 
hysteresis phenomenon exists in a realistic vehicle dynamical system. They again found that the system may enter 
into the chaotic motion through a quasi-periodic motion. Xia’s thesis [15] dealt with the dynamics of the 
Three-Piece-Freight-Truck. The dry friction on the surfaces of the wedges in the suspension system was modelled 
as two-dimensional dry friction with stick/slip, in contrast to earlier studies where the friction force acted along a 
line. Hoffmann [16] modelled all kinds of non-smoothness as ‘events’ and used the ‘event system’ to formulate the 
segmented differential equations in different intervals. The integration over the entire domain of definition is thus 
obtained by a combination of the integrations over the segments. The relations between the segments were defined 
by the formulas for the non-smoothness. Hoffmann [17] also studied the fundamental dynamic behaviours of 
European two-axle railway wagons on tangent track. The dynamical investigations of the European two-axle 
railway wagons were extended to the behaviour in curves by Gialleonardo et al. [18]. They also found – not 
unexpectedly - that the dynamics of the wagon depends on its position in a rake of wagons, whether it is in the rake 
or it is at the tail end of the rake. In both cases the dynamics is different from the dynamics of the single wagon. 
In fact, the real trouble in railway vehicle dynamics comes from the wheel-rail contact. Hertz presented his 
contact theory [19] in the late 19th century. According to the Hertz contact theory, the curvatures of the wheel and 
rail surfaces are constant along the contact patch, and the contact patch can be approximated by an ellipse. It is 
widely used in railway vehicle dynamics due to its simplicity. However, the result may not be precise if Hertz's 
assumptions are not fulfilled. One of the biggest limitations is that the contact patch must be elliptic because the 
shape of the contact patch depends on the local values of the curvature of the two contacting bodies in the contact 
point [20]. Therefore the semi-Hertizian contact method is applied to overcome this shortcoming. Kik [21] 
approximates the non-elliptic contact patch by a discrete extension of the Hertz contact theory. Similar models have 
been developed by Ayasse et al. [22] and Quost et al. [23]. 
All the theories above can be called non-conformal contact since it is assumed that the contact patch is small 
compared to the size of the contacting bodies, which both are convex. If one of the bodies is concave, then the 
conformal contact occurs. Li and Kalker [24] used two quasi-quarter spaces for the numerical solution of the 
[4] 
conformal contact between wheels and rails.  
It is clear that the contact conditions vary considerably depending on the shape of the wheel and rail profiles 
[25]. Ideally the contact may take the form of a one-point-contact, a two-point-contact or a multi-point contact. 
One-point-contact occurs between the conical or worn tread wheel profiles and the rounded rail profile. If the 
wheels wear quickly towards the local rail shape, the flange of the wheel set may additionally touch the interior side 
of the rail, this particular situation is known as two-point-contact. In this case, the rolling contact has two different 
radii and it causes a large slip between the wheels and the rails and a fast flange wear [26]. At some circumstances, 
there are multi-point contacts [27, 28] between the wheels and the rails. This may be happen when the profiles of 
the wheels and the rails are heavily worn. 
In this paper a more complex nonlinear wheel-rail contact relation is used in our analysis of the 
symmetric/asymmetric bifurcation behaviours in a railway bogie system. It is a better and more realistic 
approximation of the actual wheel-rail contact than the one that was used by Kaas-Petersen, Jensen and Isaksen and 
True in the original Cooperrider bogie contact model. The obtained results are appropriate for applications in 
vehicle design, experiment and operation. They provide a reference basis for further improvements of the vehicle 
operation by reducing the wheel-rail wear and designing the running gear of high-speed railway passenger cars. 
2 The Dynamic Model 
2.1 The Nonlinear Wheel-Rail Contact Relation 
Table 1 Relations between some parameters in the wheel-rail contact and the lateral displacement of the wheel set 
Parameters in the wheel-rail contact Linear wheel-rail contact relation 
Simple nonlinear wheel-rail 
contact relation 
Complex nonlinear 
wheel-rail contact relation 
(used in the paper) 
The rolling radius for the left or the right wheel (rl, rr) linear nonlinear nonlinear 
The contact angle for the left or the right wheel (δl, δr) linear nonlinear nonlinear 
The roll angel of the wheel set( w ) linear nonlinear nonlinear 
The lateral distance between the centre of mass of the 
wheel set and the left and the right contact point (al, ar) 
constant constant nonlinear 
The four Kalker creepage coefficients (C11, C22, C23, C33) constant constant nonlinear 
The lengths of the major and minor semi axes of the 
contact ellipse (a,b) constant constant nonlinear 
The static normal force constant constant nonlinear 
Table 1 shows the relations between some parameters in the wheel-rail contact and the lateral displacement of 
[5] 
the wheel set. The linear wheel-rail contact relation implies that the wheel-rail contact geometry parameters, which 
mainly include the rolling radius and the contact angle for the left and the right wheels, and the roll angle of the 
wheel set, are linear functions of the lateral displacements of the wheel set, while other factors in wheel-rail contact 
are kept constant. The simple nonlinear wheel-rail contact relation implies that the wheel-rail contact geometry 
parameters are nonlinear and may depend in a non-smooth way of the lateral displacement of the wheel set. The 
applied and complex nonlinear relations are more accurate descriptions of the properties of the real system. They 
employ the wheel-rail contact table from RSGEO [29] (RSGEO is a tool by Kik that computes the kinematic 
relations of the wheel-rail contact) for the determination of the kinematic contact values. We consider the standard 
S1002 wheel profiles shown in Fig. 1(a) running on the standard UIC60 profiles rails shown in Fig. 1(b) canted at 
0.025 towards the track centreline. It is assumed that the rails are fixed rigidly to the ground. The wheels and the 
rails only touch each other in certain regions of the profiles, see Fig. 2. This makes the wheel-rail contact 
parameters discontinuous functions of the lateral displacements of the wheel set. The contact table not only 
includes the commonly used nonlinear wheel-rail contact geometry parameters, but also yields the lateral distance 
between the mass centre of the wheel set and the left and the right contact point, the four Kalker creepage 
coefficients, the length of the major and minor semi axes of the contact ellipse and the static normal force – all as 
functions of the lateral displacement of the wheel set. In railway vehicle dynamics, the normal force is 
perpendicular to the common tangent plane in the wheel-rail contact points for the left and right wheels. The 
contact surfaces move due to the relative motion between the wheels and the rails. The static normal force is 
constant so the wheel set is only influenced dynamically by the contact forces and the forces and the attenuation 
from the suspension [30].  
In order to simplify the contact problem, the contact patch is approximated by an ellipse and only 
one-point-contact case is considered here. Moreover, it is assumed that the contact problem is two-dimensional, that 
[6] 
is, the influence of yaw angle of the wheel set on the contact parameters is neglected. The contact forces are 
formulated in the contact coordinate systems that are located in the corresponding contact points. 
  
Fig. 1 The standard (a) S1002 wheel profile and (b) the UIC60 rail profile 
  
Fig. 2 Possible contact points for (a) the left wheel and rail and for (b) the right wheel and rail. The green areas are 
the ‘no-contact’ zones 
  
Fig. 3 (a) The contact angle (δl, δr) for the left and the right wheel and (b) the Kalker creepage coefficients C11 as 
nonlinear and non-smooth functions of the lateral displacements yw of the wheel set 
Fig. 3 shows the contact angle (δl, δr) for the left and the right wheel and the Kalker creepage coefficient C11 as 
[7] 
nonlinear functions of the lateral displacements yw of the wheel set. It can be seen from Fig. 3(a) that the contact 
angle is nearly a piecewise linear function of the lateral displacements of the wheel set when the lateral 
displacements are small, but it has abrupt changes when the lateral displacements are larger than a certain value, 
called ‘the flange clearance’. Its value is half of the track gauge minus the inside gauge and flange thickness (two 
sides) in general. We will use the notation η for the value of the flange clearance. The contact angles of the left and 
the right wheel as well as the Kalker creepage coefficients are of course symmetric around the track centreline. The 
wheel-rail contact parameters are tabulated for the computation of the dynamic behaviour of the railway bogie. 
2.2 The Normal Contact Forces 
The normal contact forces in the contact area deform the wheel and rail to create a contact patch. The contact 
patch is approximated by an ellipse, which leads to a semi-ellipsoidal normal stress distribution. Two methods are 
widely used to determine the normal contact forces between the wheels and the rails [27]. One is the rigid model 
method, which considers the wheels and the rails as rigid bodies, and the other method is the elastic model method, 
which accounts for the elastic deformation between the wheels and the rails. No doubt the latter method is more 
realistic. 
   
Fig. 4 (a) The static normal forces and (b) their vertical components 
In the paper, the vertical degrees of freedom are neglected and the wheels and the rails are assumed to be two 
[8] 
rigid bodies. The elastic deformation is neglected in order to simplify the dynamic analysis. The static normal 
contact forces N(l, r) of the wheel sets are directly given in the contact parameter table. They are depicted in Fig. 4(a) 
as a function of the lateral displacement of the wheel set. It can be seen from the diagram that the static normal 
forces are almost the same as half of the axle load in most cases, but they change abruptly when the wheel set 
passes the flange clearance. The lateral components N(l, r)y and the vertical components N(l, r)z of the normal contact 
forces shown in Fig. 4(b) are then given by 
( , ) ( , ) ( , )
( , ) ( , ) ( , )
sin( )
cos( )
l r y l r l r w
l r z l r l r w
N N
N N
 
 
   
                                  (1) 
The subscripts l and r denote the left and right wheel of the wheel set. In the signs   and   the upper signs 
apply to the left wheel and the lower signs apply to the right wheel. 
The normal contact forces computed in the paper are not very realistic since the wheels and the rails are elastic 
bodies that are subject to deformation, which causes some mutual penetration in reality. 
2.3 Wheel-Rail Creep Forces and Creep Torques 
A conventional wheel set has two rigid wheels mounted on each end of a rigid axle. The two wheels on the 
same axle may roll on the two rails with different rolling radii, but they rotate with the same angular speed Ω=V/r0. 
It is called the nominal angular velocity of the wheel. Here V is the forward speed of the vehicle and r0 is the 
nominal rolling radius. Reference frames are needed to specify the motions of the system. A reference frame 
moving along the track with the velocity of the bogie is the track coordinate system shown in Fig. 5. The subscript t 
stands for the track. The coordinate system is a right-hand system, where the directions to the left rail and upwards 
are positive. The degrees of freedom of the wheel set are smaller than six since the wheel set is constrained (if there 
is no derailment) to be in contact with the rails.  
[9] 
 
Fig. 5 The track coordinate system 
The wheel slides relative to the rail in the contact area between the wheels and the rails, and the relative 
sliding velocity is called the creep. The creep normalized by the forward speed of the vehicle is denoted the 
creepage, and the resulting creep force and creep torque both depend on the creepage. The longitudinal creepage 
x , the lateral creepage y  and the spin creepage sp  of a wheel are [31] 
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                      (2) 
where in the signs   the upper sign apply to the left wheel, and the lower sign to the right wheel. The wheel-rail 
contact parameters a(l,r) are the lateral distances between the centre of mass of the wheel set and the left or the right 
contact point. w  is the yaw angle of the wheel set. 
The nonlinear Shen-Hedrick-Elkins creep model [32], which combines the Kalker linear creep theory with a 
nonlinear model, is applied in the analysis. According to the Kalker linear creep theory [33], the wheel-rail creep 
forces in the contact patch are: 
11
22 23
23 33
x x
y y sp
z y sp
F f
F f f
M f f

 
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                                       (3) 
[10] 
where Fx and Fy are the longitudinal and lateral creep forces and Mz is the spin creep torque.  f11,  ,f22,  f23 and f33 
are the longitudinal, lateral, lateral/spin and spin creep coefficients that depend on the wheel-rail contact geometry. 
They are defined as follows: 
11 11
22 22
3/2
23 23
2
33 33
( )
( )
( )
( )
f G ab C
f G ab C
f G ab C
f G ab C
    
                                       (4) 
Here G is the resultant shear modulus of the wheel and the rail, which are made of the same materials. The symbols 
a and b are the lengths of the major and minor semi axes of the contact ellipse, and Cij are the Kalker coefficients. 
These parameters are listed in the contact table from which their interpolated values are taken for the calculations.  
The linear creep force components and the spin creep torque in the contact area are found from equation (3) 
when the creepages are calculated from equation (2). Then the theory by Shen et al. [32] is applied in order to 
revise the linear results so that the obtained nonlinear creepage/creep force relation can be applied to values of the 
creepage from zero up to total wheel slip. The revision coefficient   is defined as 
        
  2 31 3 27 3
1 3
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                          (5) 
If μ is the coefficient of adhesion between wheels and rails, and N is the normal contact forces in the contact 
patch (Nl for the left wheel and Nr for the right wheel as discussed above), then β is given by 
 2 2x yF F N                                       (6) 
Then the revised creep forces and creep torques are 
x xF F  , y yF F  , z zM M                            (7) 
The transformations between the contact coordinate systems and the track system are applied to obtain the 
resulting creep forces and creep torques in the track coordinate system. The detailed transformations are [34] 
[11] 
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           (8) 
where in the signs   the upper sign is for the left wheel and the lower sign for the right wheel. 
2.4 The Model and the Dynamical Equations of the Bogie System 
A two-axle railway bogie system is investigated, and the model is shown in Fig. 6. It consists of a bogie frame 
with the mass Mt and the moments of inertia Itx, Itz and the two wheel sets with the mass Mw and the moment of 
inertia Iwx, Iwz. The primary suspension between the bogie frame and the wheel sets consists of the linearly elastic 
springs with the characteristics (Kpx, Kpy, Kpz) and the dampers with the constant characteristics (Cpx, Cpy, Cpz). They 
operate in three directions. The secondary suspension also consists of linearly elastic springs with the 
characteristics (Ksx, Ksy, Ksz) and the dampers with the constant characteristics (Csx, Csy, Csz). They also operate in 
three directions and are mounted between the bogie frame and the car body. (We assume that the car body moves 
along the track centre line with the constant speed V). It is assumed that all the parts except the suspension elements 
are rigid bodies. To simplify the analysis, we make the following assumptions [34]: 
(1) The vertical and pitch motions of the bogie frame are neglected, and only the lateral, roll and yaw motions 
are taken into consideration. 
(2) The simulations performed neglect any track irregularities and assume that the wheels roll on a smooth, 
level, and perfect track. 
(3) The vertical displacements are so small that the dynamical equations for the vertical and horizontal 
motions respectively are uncoupled except for the roll motion of the wheel sets. 
(4) Half the length of the primary longitudinal spring arm and damping arm are both equal to dw, , and half the 
length of the secondary longitudinal spring arm and damping arm are both equal to ds. 
[12] 
 
Fig. 6 A model of the two-axle railway bogie system 
There are seven degrees of freedom in the model as it was the case in the original Cooperrider model by 
Kaas-Petersen [6]. They are: The lateral motion yt, the roll angle t  and the yaw angle t  of the bogie frame, 
and the lateral motion ywi (i=1-2) and the yaw angle wi  of the two wheel sets. We use Newton’s second law to 
formulate a mathematical dynamical model of the railway bogie system. 
Under the assumption that the relative motions between the rigid bodies are small, the following expressions 
can be obtained. The relative displacements between the wheel sets and the bogie frame are for the lateral motion, 
the roll angle and the yaw angle respectively 
i wi t t t tw t
i wi t
i wi t
U y y l h
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                                  (9) 
where the subscript i=1, 2 in the physical quantities represents the leading and trailing wheel sets of the bogie. In 
[13] 
the sign   the upper sign is taken if i=1, and the lower sign if i=2. 
The primary suspension forces in the longitudinal, lateral and vertical directions are then given by 
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Similarly the relative lateral displacement, the roll angle and the yaw angle between the bogie frame and the 
car body are  
t t bt t
t t
t t
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W
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
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                                       (11) 
The secondary primary suspension forces in the longitudinal, lateral and vertical directions are then given by 
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Then the equations of motion for the railway bogie system can be written in the inertial track coordinate 
system as 
0 0
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where F(l,r)x and F(l,r)y are the longitudinal and lateral creep forces and M(l,r)z is the spin creep torque. 
The displacement, velocity and acceleration vectors of the bogie system are denoted by x , x  and x . They 
can be defined by 
[14] 
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The equations of motion for the railway bogie system then yield seven coupled nonlinear second order 
ordinary differential equations (ODEs) 
( , )  Mx Cx Kx P x x                                   (15) 
where M, C, K, and P are the mass matrix, the damping matrix, the stiffness matrix and the load vectors of the 
system. 
When the state vector T T T{ , }y x x  is substituted into equation (15), then the dynamical problem of the 
bogie is formulated as an initial value problem for an autonomous system of fourteen ODEs of first order with the 
time t (t > 0) as the single independent variable. 
d ( , )
d
V
t
y f y                                        (16) 
where V R  is the forward speed of the bogie and the control parameter. f is a function of the state vector. 
Given suitable initial conditions y0, we can integrate the system of ODEs (16), and the general solution vector 
is of the form 
0( , , )t Vy y y                                       (17) 
Depending on the speed, we may find stationary and/or periodic and aperiodic solutions that may be stable or 
unstable. The stationary motion, which is the trivial solution of the dynamical system, is unique and asymptotically 
stable at a sufficiently low speed. When the speed is increased to a certain value, VH, the stable stationary solution 
loses its stability and a bifurcation of a periodic solution is found. It is sub-critical wherefore a speed interval exists 
below VH, where the stationary solution exists together with two periodic solutions of which one is stable and the 
other unstable. If the bifurcation had been super-critical, then a stable periodic solution exists for V > VH. For still 
higher speeds multi-periodic and aperiodic motions may appear. It was illustrated and discussed in detail by Gao et 
[15] 
al. [35] and True [36] etc. 
3 Method of Investigation 
The dynamical system is a nonlinear and non-smooth system due to the nonlinear and non-smooth wheel-rail 
contact relation and the nonlinear strain velocity-stress relation. Therefore, and because of the number of degrees of 
freedom, the system must be investigated numerically. The forward speed V of the bogie is chosen as the control 
parameter in the analysis. 
For the investigations of periodic and aperiodic solutions we use a Poincaré section 1  and its symmetric 
section 2  with slowly increasing or decreasing speed to construct the bifurcation diagram. In this way, however, 
we can only find the asymptotically stable solution branches. The Poincaré section is defined by 
 141 ( , ) 0, 0t tV y y     y R R                              (18) 
There exists a Poincaré section 2  that is a reflection of the original Poincaré section 1  at the track 
centreline. The symmetric Poincaré section is given by 
 142 ( , ) 0, 0t tV y y     y R R                             (19) 
Using the Poincaré sections defined above, we can construct bifurcation diagrams of the lateral amplitudes of 
the bogie frame and determine whether a solution is periodic or aperiodic, but we cannot determine its symmetry 
properties. However, asymmetry is also very important in vehicle system dynamics, because it may cause lopsided 
wear and lead to chaotic motion at higher speeds. Since the entire system has a reflection symmetry at the track 
centreline, we can reflect the negative lateral amplitude of the bogie frame at the track centreline onto the positive 
direction and construct the ‘resultant bifurcation diagram’. If a solution is symmetric, the branches from the 
negative and positive y-values are identical in the ‘resultant bifurcation diagram’. In this way, we can distinguish 
between symmetric and asymmetric solutions. 
For the numerical integration we use a cubic spline interpolation in the contact table to determine the values of 
[16] 
the nonlinear wheel-rail contact parameters at arbitrary lateral displacements of the wheel set.  
For the equation solver, we use a quasi-constant step size implementation [37] (the standard ode15s routine in 
MATLAB) in terms of backward differences of the Klopfenstein-Shampine family of numerical differentiation 
formulas of variable order. It uses a variable time step and error control. Interpolation and local extrapolation is 
done in some cases. In order to interpolate the trajectory between integration steps, an interpolation with the same 
asymptotic error as the global error of the numerical integration is used. In the paper, the solutions are determined 
with the absolute and relative errors of order 10-7. 
4 Numerical Results and Discussion 
In this section, we describe the dynamics of a bogie of a high-speed railway passenger car for the speed range 
0<V<90.0 m/s. The values of the masses of the rigid bodies, the stiffness coefficients, the damping coefficients and 
the other parameters can be found in Appendix A. The other wheel-rail contact parameters that are relevant for the 
lateral displacements of the wheel set in the computation are already described in section 2.1. One uncontrollable 
parameter that is relevant for the wheel-rail creep forces is the coefficient of adhesion. It has a great influence on 
the vehicle stability and is usually determined from an empirical formula based on a statistical method using 
experimental data. In the paper we set the value of the coefficient of adhesion to μ=0.15 as it was done in the papers 
by Kaas-Petersen [6], Jensen [7] and Isaksen [8]. 
4.1 Stationary and Symmetric Periodic Motion 
Some results of the bifurcation analysis of the bogie frame in the speed range 65.0 m/s<V<90.0 m/s are 
illustrated in Fig. 7. The dynamic long-time behaviour of the bogie frame versus the forward speed is represented in 
the bifurcation diagram by the amplitudes of the bogie frame displacements. The stationary solution is the trivial 
solution. The ‘resultant bifurcation diagram’ method is used here to construct the bifurcation diagram for a 
convenient evaluation of the symmetry of motions about the track centreline. The diagram, Fig. 7(a) is calculated 
for increasing speed, while Fig. 7(b) is calculated for decreasing speed. In these two diagrams, the red points are 
[17] 
points in the Poincaré section 1 , the black ones are the points reflected in the track centreline from the points in 
the Poincaré section 2 . Except for the speed range 83.453 m/s<V<85.361 m/s (point B to C), where some points 
in the bifurcation diagram Fig. 7(a) in different colours indicate asymmetric motions, the oscillations are 
symmetrical about the track centreline. The inherent and related nonlinear dynamic behaviours in Fig. 7 are 
described below. 
                
Fig. 7 The ‘resultant bifurcation diagram’ for the bogie frame with (a) increasing speed and (b) decreasing speed 
showing the lateral amplitudes versus the speed. Only the asymptotically stable solutions are shown  
On Fig. 7(a) the forward speed starts from V=65.0 m/s and increases with small steps of 0.1 m/s. The initial 
values of the numerical integration are always chosen to be close to the solution branch we want to follow. It can be 
seen from the diagram that the system will eventually stabilize at the trivial solution when the speed is small 
enough. It is an asymptotically stable solution (the stationary solution branch OA in the diagram). On the section 
OF’ the trivial solution is also globally unique. When the speed gradually increases and reaches point A (VA=75.3 
m/s), then the trivial solution loses its stability, and the amplitude of the periodic motion of the bogie frame jumps 
from the point A to A' (max|ytA’|=2.2184 mm is the lateral amplitude of the periodic motion in the point A'), and the 
periodic motion is asymptotically stable. The point A is a sub-critical bifurcation point of the system, from where an 
unstable periodic solution bifurcates and the stationary solution loses its stability. Due to the differential-algebraic 
[18] 
nature of the dynamical problem, since the railway bogie is a multi-body system with algebraic constrains, it is not 
possible to follow that unstable periodic solution in the parameter-state space by any numerical integration method.   
The amplitude of the stable periodic solution of the bogie frame grows rapidly with increasing speed, until an 
aperiodic – seemingly chaotic motion develops and the periodic solution disappears at VB=83.453 m/s with 
max|ytB|=4.241 mm. After that, the bandwidth of the attractor slowly increases with increasing speed. In fact, when 
the forward speed increases through the speed VB=83.453 m/s, the symmetric periodic attractor disappears and the 
motion jumps to two asymmetric chaotic attractors, which are mirror images of each other. Then follow a lot of 
different bifurcations to symmetric or asymmetric chaotic motions, such as torus breakdown, exterior and, interior 
crisis, attractor merging crisis, etc. At last, when the speed is larger than VC=85.361 m/s, the chaotic attractor jumps 
at point C to a symmetric period 1 attractor at C' (max|ytC’|=5.629 mm) and the aperiodic attractor disappears. The 
detailed analysis of the aperiodic attractor will be discussed in another paper because the 'chaotic part' of the motion 
is very small compared with the average amplitudes. When the speed is larger than VC’, the amplitude of the 
periodic motion of the bogie frame increases with increasing speed until the forward speed of VD=90.0 m/s 
(max|ytD|= 5.706 mm) is reached. 
Fig. 8 shows the phase trajectories for the periodic motion at V=83.4 m/s and V=85.4 m/s. The ordinate is the 
lateral displacements of the leading wheel set of the bogie and the abscissa is the lateral displacements of the bogie 
frame. It is seen from Fig. 8(a) that the leading wheel set of the bogie flips back and forth between close flange 
contacts. On Fig. 8(b), we see that the wheel set alternates between running on the flanges of the right and left 
wheels. The flange contact is pronounced and creates a small extra bounce of the wheel set. The flange running 
increases the abrasion and wear of the wheels and the rails and leads to higher maintenance costs.  
[19] 
  
Fig. 8 The phase trajectories for the periodic motion at (a) V=83.4 m/s and (b) V=85.4 m/s 
The time-history of the wheel-rail contact forces is a very important quantity for the determination of the 
safety of railway vehicles. The ratio between the guiding force and the wheel load, called Y/Q, is used for an 
estimate of the danger of derailment. Fig. 9 shows the time series of the wheel load and the guiding force of the 
leading wheel set of the bogie at V=85.4 m/s. It can be seen from Fig. 9(a) that the wheel load decreases from 56.20 
kN to 51.81 kN in a short time. Please remember that the vertical motion of the bogie frame is ignored in our 
dynamical system, so the calculated unloading may be smaller than the one of the real bogie. Fig. 9(b) shows the 
time evolution of the guiding force. The maximum value of the guiding force is 21.32 kN. With the minimum value 
of the calculated wheel load it yields a maximum value of Y/Q = 0.41. 
 
[20] 
 
Fig. 9 The time series of (a) the wheel load and (b) the guiding force of the leading wheel set of the bogie at V=85.4 
m/s 
Now we look at the bifurcation diagram Fig. 7(b). Here the speed decreases with small steps of 0.1 m/s from 
V=90.0 m/s. The initial values of the numerical integration for the next step are the end values of the state of the 
previously computed motion after the transient is negligible. The branch will follow the DEE’FF’O path in Fig. 
7(b), and the amplitude of the periodic motion of the bogie frame decreases with decreasing speed until VE 
(VE=78.0 m/s, max|ytE|=5.0585 mm) is reached. After that, a leap from the periodic attractor E to the other periodic 
attractor E' (max|ytE’|=2.7412 mm) takes place through a fold bifurcation at point E. Then the amplitude of the bogie 
frame decreases rapidly with the continuously decreasing speed until the speed reaches VF (VF=70.0 m/s, 
max|ytF|=1.1902 mm), where another leap from the periodic attractor F to the stationary attractor F' (VF’=69.9 m/s) 
takes place through another fold bifucation. 
To illustrate the leap from the point F to F' in Fig. 7(b), Fig. 10 shows time series of the lateral displacements 
of the leading wheel set of the railway bogie at V=70.0 m/s (black color) and V=69.9 m/s (red color) with the same 
initial condition. It can be seen that the leading wheel set of the bogie oscillates periodically with the amplitude 
1.1902 mm as a function of time at V=70.0 m/s, while the lateral displacements of the wheel set decays to zero at 
V=69.9 m/s. 
[21] 
 
Fig. 10 The time series of the leading wheel set of the railway bogie at V=70.0 m/s and V=69.9 m/s 
 
Fig. 11 The complete bifurcation diagram with slowly increasing and decreasing speeds (the black curves for 
increasing speed and the red ones for decreasing speed) 
In order to show the jump and hysteresis of the amplitudes that appear in the system when the speed grows or 
decays, the complete bifurcation diagram with slowly increasing and decreasing speed is illustrated in Fig. 11. It is 
plotted from the Poincaré section 1 . The figure is a superposition of the Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b). The diagram is 
shown in different colours. The black curves are for increasing speed and the red ones are for decreasing speed. It 
can be seen from the diagram that there are jumps connected with hysteresis in the railway bogie dynamics at some 
speeds. A hysteresis exists between FF' and AA' and another between EE' and CC'. We therefore have multiple 
attractors in the speed ranges VF<V<VA and VE<V<VC. In these speed intervals the equilibrium solution of the initial 
value problem for our dynamical system depends on the initial conditions. In praxis the external disturbances may 
make the system jump between the steady solutions. In railway vehicle dynamics the oscillation worsens the 
passenger comfort, and they may in rare cases lead to some potential dangers for the safe operation. Therefore the 
non-stationary motions should be avoided in the normal operation of the railway vehicles. 
[22] 
Between the points A and F on Fig. 11 an unstable periodic solution exists. Its amplitude grows from zero in A 
to a certain value in F, where it joins the stable periodic branch in a fold bifurcation. Another unstable periodic 
solution may exist between the points C and E. The unstable branches AF and CE cannot be determined by the 
numerical integration method as mentioned before, and they are therefore not shown on Fig. 11. The speed in point 
A, at which the stationary solution loses its stability in a Hopf bifurcation, is often called ‘the Hopf bifurcation 
speed’. The value of the speed in point F is the lowest speed for which a periodic motion exists and below which 
the stationary solution is unique and asymptotically stable. It is the critical speed of the vehicle. It should be used as 
the highest permitted speed in normal operation for the design of the vehicle. 
4.2 The Role of Symmetry Breaking 
In the bifurcation diagram Fig. 7(a) the ‘resultant bifurcation diagram’ method with slowly increasing speed is 
used to plot the bifurcation diagram to show the symmetric/asymmetric bifurcation behaviour and the chaotic 
motion of the bogie system. The results show that there are symmetric motions as well as a small domain of 
asymmetric motions in spite of the right/left as well as the front/back symmetry of the bogie model. The front/back 
symmetry is already broken during the motion however, when the speed is different from zero. The effects of these 
broken symmetries were investigated and discussed by Jensen et al [38]. The ‘resultant bifurcation diagram’ 
method with slowly decreasing speed is now applied to construct the bifurcation diagram in order to show the 
possible symmetric/asymmetric motions and hysteresis. 
The bifurcation diagram in Fig. 12 shows the lateral amplitude of the bogie frame versus the forward speed in 
the speed interval 83.0 m/s<V<83.5 m/s. The periodic attractor E’B (see Fig. 11) ends in Fig. 12 in a fold bifurcation 
at VB=83.453 m/s. From B an unstable periodic branch bifurcates towards lower speeds and ends in another fold 
bifurcation at J (VJ=83.056 m/s), where it gains stability. Between VJ=83.056 m/s and VI=83.32 m/s there is a 
hysteresis loop between two periodic attractors with different amplitudes. Between VI=83.32 m/s and VB=83.453 
m/s the loop changes character, because the upper branch splits up into two asymmetric attractors at VI=83.32 m/s 
and at VH=83.416 m/s a periodic solution doubling sequence for both asymmetric attractors starts. It leads to two 
asymmetric chaotic attractors. Fig. 13 shows an enlarged portion of Fig. 12 in the speed interval 83.3 m/s<V<83.5 
m/s. The plot shows the development of the chaotic motion in detail. The amplitude of the two asymmetric 
attractors grows with increasing speed until the two attractors touch the unstable period 1 solution between them 
and merge into a broader symmetric chaotic attractor at V=83.475 m/s in an attractor merging crisis [39]. The 
symmetry breaking bifurcation at VI=83.32 m/s is generic for a symmetric system before chaos can develop through 
[23] 
local bifurcations as shown by Jensen et al. [38]. 
  
  Fig. 12 The bifurcation diagram of the bogie frame in the speed interval 83.0 m/s<V<83.5 m/s 
 
Fig. 13 An enlarged portion of Fig. 12 in the speed interval 83.3 m/s<V<83.5 m/s 
It can be seen from the diagram Fig. 12 that the amplitude of the symmetric periodic attractor decreases with 
the decreasing speed until the speed reaches VJ=83.056 m/s where a jump from the point J to J' appears (the point J' 
is a point of solution branch E'B in the diagram Fig. 11). If the speed continues to decrease, the symmetric periodic 
solution branches will follow the E’FF'O path in Fig. 11. If the speed begins to increase from the speed of point J', 
the symmetric periodic solution will trace the route J'B and suddenly jump from a symmetric periodic motion to an 
asymmetric chaotic motion at VB=83.453 m/s as stated in the section 4.1.  
Fig. 14 shows the time series of the bogie frame at V=83.46 m/s and V=83.47 m/s. The two speeds are in the 
speed interval of 83.453 m/s<V<83.475 m/s where there exist two asymmetric chaotic solutions. However, it can 
hardly be seen on the figures since they both look more like periodic solutions, but they are indeed periodic 
solutions superposed with a chaotic contribution of very small amplitude. Fig. 15 shows the time series of the bogie 
frame at V=83.48 m/s. It is a symmetric chaotic attractor with a dominating periodic component. The chaotic 
attractor is therefore hardly more undesirable than the periodic hunting and if so then mainly because of the 
growing amplitude of the oscillation. 
[24] 
                      
Fig. 14 Time series of the bogie frame at (a) V=83.46 m/s and (b) V=83.47 m/s showing the asymmetric chaotic 
attractor 
 
Fig. 15 A time series of the bogie frame at V=83.48 m/s showing the symmetric chaotic attractor 
5 Conclusions 
In the paper, the symmetric/asymmetric bifurcation behaviour and the chaotic motion of a theoretical model of 
a railway bogie are investigated in detail by a combination of bifurcation diagrams using the increasing and 
decreasing speed and reflection, and methods based on the stability and bifurcation theory of nonlinear dynamical 
systems. 
The dynamical model of the motion of the bogie contains a complex nonlinear wheel-rail contact relation. The 
Shen-Hedrick-Elkins creep theory [32] describes the nonlinear interactive forces between the wheels and the rails. 
The equations of motion of a two-axle railway bogie system moving on a tangent and perfect track are derived 
[25] 
under certain assumptions that reduce the number of degrees of freedom of the complete system. We find that the 
bifurcation from the stationary attractor is a sub-critical Hopf bifurcation leading to an unstable periodic solution. 
The unstable periodic solution gains stability at the lower ‘critical speed’ in a fold bifurcation. Thereby a hysteresis 
loop between the stationary and periodic attractors is created. For higher values of the speed, intervals are found 
with nonlinear dynamical behaviour such as the coexistence of two periodic motions with different amplitudes and 
the coexistence of a periodic motion with a symmetric or two asymmetric chaotic motions. The coexistence of the 
multiple steady states gives rise to hysteresis and jumps of the oscillating amplitude. This leads to a reduction of the 
comfort and a possible potential danger for the safe operation. Therefore the higher speeds should be avoided in the 
everyday operation. The asymmetric motions can be either periodic or chaotic. The development of the asymmetric 
motions is described. The speed intervals with the asymmetric chaotic motion are, however, small. 
Chaos is often feared as a dangerous mode of operation, but it is necessary to distinguish between two types of 
chaos. In this work – as in the great majority of works in nonlinear dynamics – only the chaotic attractors have 
been investigated. In all published articles on railway vehicle dynamics the motion over the chaotic attractors looks 
like an erratic low amplitude disturbance superposed on a fundamental periodic hunting motion. That kind of chaos 
is therefore not a significantly more uncomfortable motion than the hunting motion is. In contrast transient chaos 
may be dangerous. Transient chaos may develop in parameter intervals where multiple attractors exist. It is 
characterized by an erratic motion, which may last for a long time before it settles down on an attractor, and the 
amplitude of the motion does not decrease monotonously like a linearly damped oscillator. The chaotic transient 
may exhibit large jumps of its amplitude, so large that they can be larger than the amplitudes of any of the multiple 
attractors the transient tends to. In the real railway world the transient chaos is under the continuous influence of the 
track irregularities, and it may therefore never settle at all. A case that leads to a derailment has been investigated by 
Pascal [40]. The chaotic transients are not only connected with the existence of multiple chaotic attractors. They 
[26] 
have been observed in computer simulations of the famous low-dimensional Lorenz problem [41] in parameter 
intervals with either two asymmetric stationary attractors or two asymmetric periodic attractors. Since relatively 
little is known about the conditions for the development of chaotic attractors, the speed intervals with multiple 
attractors should be avoided in normal service of railway vehicles.  
The modelling of the wheel-rail contact forces are one of the most important aspects in a railway vehicle 
model. Since the realistic wheel and rail profiles are often defined by segments of arcs of circles and polynomials, 
then the contact parameters are in practice often nonlinear and non-smooth functions of the lateral displacements 
and yaw angle of the wheel set. Due to the discontinuities in the contact parameters, the bi-contact, the multi-point 
contact and even the conformal contact are likely to occur in reality. On the other hand, the wheels as well as the 
rails are made of steel with some flexibility, so they both deform in the contact patch. This deformation has an 
effect on the shape and the size of the contact patch and on the direction and the values of the contact forces. 
Therefore, the geometry of the contacting surfaces and the nonlinear interaction between the wheels and the rails 
make it difficult to formulate a simple and at the same time accurate routine for the calculation of the contact forces. 
From this point of view, the wheel-rail contact forces used in this paper are only approximations and not very 
realistic ones. The more realistic models of wheel-rail contact are expected to be used in our future studies. 
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Appendix A 
Table 2 System parameters used for numerical analysis [42] 
Value Parameters 
Mt=3000kg Mass of bogie frame 
Itx=2260kg·m2 Roll moment of inertia of bogie frame 
Itz=3160kg·m2 Yaw moment of inertia of bogie frame 
Mw=1400kg Mass of wheel set 
Iwy=140kg·m2 Pitch moment of inertia of wheel set 
Iwz=915kg·m2 Yaw moment of inertia of wheels et 
Kpx=1.0×107N·m-1 Primary longitudinal stiffness (per axle box) 
Kpy=5.0×106N·m-1 Primary lateral stiffness (per axle box) 
Kpz=5.5×105N·m-1 Primary vertical stiffness (per axle box) 
Ksx=1.5×105N·m-1 Secondary longitudinal stiffness (per side of bogie) 
Ksy=1.5×105N·m-1 Secondary lateral stiffness (per side of bogie) 
Ksz=4.0×105N·m-1 Secondary vertical stiffness (per side of bogie) 
Cpx=0.0N·s·m-1 Primary longitudinal damper (per axle box) 
Cpy=0.0N·s·m-1 Primary lateral damper (per axle box) 
Cpz=6.0×103N·s·m-1 Primary vertical damper (per axle box) 
Csx=0.0 N·s·m-1 Secondary longitudinal damper (per side of bogie) 
Csy=6.0×104N·s·m-1 Secondary lateral damper (per side of bogie) 
Csz=8.0×104N·s·m-1 Secondary vertical damper (per side of bogie) 
dw=0.978m Semi spacing of primary suspension 
ds=1.21m Semi spacing of secondary suspension 
lt=1.2m Half of the axle distance 
a0=0.7465m Half of track gauge 
r0=0.4575m Centered wheel rolling radius 
hbt=-0.081m Height of bogie frame C.G. to secondary suspension 
htw=0.14m Height of bogie frame C.G. to primary suspension 
G=8.2677×1010Pa The resultant shear modulus 
W=1.1172×105N Axle load 
µ = 0.15 Coefficient of adhesion 
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